The elementary functions have been defined for the first time in [3] . Then they were studied from the point of view of sequences generated by their iterative systems. In this paper we restrict ourselves to the elementary feedback functions, only, to study the adjacency graphs of such functions. The adjacency graphs form an important tool for a study of the feedback functions and of the corresponding subgraphs of the de Bruijn graphs, called the factors. Because the de Bruijn graphs are edge graphs, it may be supposed that the feedback functions inherite some of properties from the feedback functions of smaller numbers of the arguments. The elementary feedback functions are most of all illustrative of this phenomenon. This paper states connections of the adjacency graphs of the elementary functions with the adjacency graphs of their components. It has been shown that each single edge of the adjacency graph of a feedback function determines a. closed walk in the adjacency graph of the corresponding elementary functions. Such a walk is a circuit or an edge-disjoint union of circuits and it has a simple description, subsequent to some algebraic property of the elementary feedback function.
Introduction
The elementary functions have been defined for the first time in [3] . Then they were studied from the point of view of sequences generated by their iterative systems. In this paper we restrict ourselves to the elementary feedback functions, only, to study the adjacency graphs of such functions. The adjacency graphs form an important tool for a study of the feedback functions and of the corresponding subgraphs of the de Bruijn graphs, called the factors. Because the de Bruijn graphs are edge graphs, it may be supposed that the feedback functions inherite some of properties from the feedback functions of smaller numbers of the arguments. The elementary feedback functions are most of all illustrative of this phenomenon. This paper states connections of the adjacency graphs of the elementary functions with the adjacency graphs of their components. It has been shown that each single edge of the adjacency graph of a feedback function determines a. closed walk in the adjacency graph of the corresponding elementary functions. Such a walk is a circuit or an edge-disjoint union of circuits and it has a simple description, subsequent to some algebraic property of the elementary feedback function.
Feedback functions and elementary feedback functions
Let k be an arbitrary fixed positive number and let T k be the family of all total functions ip: {0, l} fc -• {0,1} such that 2 An example of elementary function is the function r) defined by (2); we only need to see that i? = exa, where a:{0,l} fc-1 -• {0,1} is the function defined by the equality:
In connexion with the inclusion: £ k C T k = {^y.Y ' X € {0, l} fc-1 } let us ask about the existence of a family E of subsets of {0, l}^-1 such that
where, of course, the function i? can be replaced with whichever elementary function. The answer is affirmative. To show this, let us define, for an arbitrary X C {0,l} fc_2 ,(fc > 2), the set X + C {0, l} fc_1 setting This means that
Setting e = ex<p, because of the equality J rk~l = {y>||.Y : X C {0,1} A:-2 }, we complete the proof.
• It follows from the above theorem that (£ k ,o) is a group, a subgoup of generated, for example, by the elements of the form ^||{ e }+> f°r e £ {0, l} fc-2 \ {(1,..., 1)}. In Section 3 we shall show some other interpretation for the set {e} + , where e € {0, 2 . In the general case we obtain E = ,1), (1,0,1), (0,1,0), (0,1,1) .
The factors of the elementary functions
On the other hand, these edges are stated by the equality: 
